Pope Francis has declared February
8, 2015 as the first “International Day of Prayer and
Awareness against Human Trafficking”. The day
falls on the Feast Day of St. Josephine Bakhita, a
freed slave who later became a nun and canonized
in 2000.
“27-30 million women, men and
children are enslaved today.”
(US State Department, 2013)

Human Trafficking is one of the
most lucrative
world-wide illegal activities, profiting 32 billion
dollars a year, third to the drug and fire arms trafficking “businesses”. In 2014, the International Labour Organisation claimed $150 billion were
earned in illegal profits per year from forced labour. Often, the victims are very poor and vulnerable and are used for sexual exploitation, forced
labour and begging, illegal organ removal, domestic servitude and forced marriages, illegal adoption
and other forms of exploitation. An estimated 2730 million women, men and children are enslaved
today (US State Department 2013). And yes, human trafficking happens here in Australia.
The initiative, promoted by the Pontifical Council
of Pastoral Care of Migrants and Itinerant People,
the Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace and the
International Union of Superiors General explains
that “the primary objective...is to create greater
awareness on this phenomenon and to reflect on the
overall situation of violence and injustice that affect
so many people… Another goal is to attempt to
provide solutions to counter this modern form of
slavery by taking concrete actions".
The Australia Catholic Religious Against the Trafficking of Humans (ACRATH) have advocated for

and worked with men, women and children who have
experienced trafficking.
On this International Day, ACRATH is encouraging
parishes, schools and communities to participate in
prayer, reflection and action. Here is the list of suggested activities:

learn more about the issue of human trafficking
by visiting informative websites

talk to family and friends about what you have
learnt so that they too become aware

donate to an Anti-trafficking organisation such
as ACRATH in order to give assistance to men,
women and children who have been trafficked
into Australia

become an anti-trafficking advocate by writing
letters, signing petitions and participating in
campaigns in an effort to bring about change

some of the goods you purchase may be tainted
by slavery during their production. Purchase
good such as chocolate, coffee, tea, clothes and
sporting equipment from ethical outlets or look
for ethical symbols on the wrapper of these
goods.

as we approach Easter join in the Slavery Free
Easter Chocolate campaign.

For further information visit the ACRATH website
at www.acrath.org.au or send an email to
info@acrath.org.au.

On the 15th of January, an international coalition of Catholic organisations and leaders committed to a
sustainable climate future launched
the Global Catholic Climate Movement (GCCM). At the launch, the
group released a statement underpinned by Catholic teachings and
calling for prayer and action
among the world’s Catholic population to work together on climate
issues. The statement was presented to Pope Francis during his
recent trip to the Philippines.
The coalition is comprised of laity
and clergy, theologians, scientists
and activists from around the
world. This is the first time such a
diverse global movement of Catholics have joined forces to work
together on climate issues. All are
united by their Catholic faith,
commitment to climate change
issues and a shared sense of
responsibility to care for God’s life
-giving Creation. Australia is represented by Catholic Earthcare
Australia, the ecological agency of
the Australian Catholic Bishops
Conference.
According Dr. Pablo Canziani, a

climate scientist from Argentina participating in the GCCM: Conversations about the climate crisis have
historically been more about intellectual arguments than about the profound spiritual and moral implications of our failure to care for God’s
Creation.” The coalition hopes to
highlight the spiritual and moral imperatives to act on climate change in
everyday life, and encourage Catholics to support a growing international climate movement that builds
towards a significant global agreement in December 2015 and beyond.
This global movement also highlights the need for Catholics to take
action at a local level. Jacqui Rémond, Director of Catholic Earthcare
Australia, believes all Australian
Catholics have an important role to
play in combating climate change.
Jacqui said: “Over 25% of the Australian population are Catholic,
which means
our faithgroup has the
power and the
heart to make
a real impact
on climate
change issues.

We would like to invite all Australian Catholics to explore the issues
of climate change and take action
today, at this most critical time, by
joining this new movement. We
are all part of this fragile Earth
community and so it makes sense
to participate with Catholics from
around the world for peace and
ecological solidarity.”
The GCCM launch coincided with
the trip of Pope Francis to the Philippines where he met survivors of
super typhoon Haiyan (considered
to be related to climate change),
and takes place at a time when the
Catholic community is eagerly
awaiting the forthcoming
encyclical on ecology.
If you are interested in joining the
movement, please visit www. catholicclimatemovement.global/
join-the-movement/

The Catholic Church has consistently held the view that Capital Punishment is not only justifiable but is desirable
in certain circumstances. This dates back to the NT Rom: 13:4 giving the state the ius gladii- “if you break the
law, however, you may well have fear. The bearing of the sword has its significance.”(Jerusalem Bible translation) Pius XII stated to a group of Catholic jurists on 5th February 1955 that contrary to adverse opinions this passage was “….of permanent and universal value…” Thomas Aquinas affirms “It is for this reason that both Divine

We’re looking for volunteers! If you are interested in offering your time and talents to the work of the office,
contact Fr. Peter Smith at peter.smith@sydneycatholic.org

and human laws command such like sinners to be put
to death, because there is greater likelihood of their
harming others than of their mending their ways.”
Summa Theologica (II-II, Q 25 Art. 6, reply to objection 2) Emerging is the notion that capital punishment
aligns with the respect for human life and protection of
the innocent. In modern times the Catechism of the
Catholic Church states “The traditional teaching of the
Church does not exclude…..recourse to the death penalty, when this is the only practicable way to defend
the lives of human beings effectively against the aggressor.”(No 2267) It is interesting to note the
“softening “of language from the 1992 edition to the
second in 1997 picking up the language of John Paul II
in Evangelium vitae (25th March 1995). No 2267 of the
Catechism continues “If instead, bloodless means are
sufficient to defend against the aggressor and to protect the safety of persons, public authority should limit
oneself to such means, because they better correspond
to the concrete conditions of the common good and are
more in conformity to the dignity of human persons.” It is the notion of protection of innocents that
continues to give capital punishment its moral
weight. This is not extinguished by imprisonment as
there is much evidence to suggest criminals can still
attack the innocent vicariously. Despite the above,
there have been consistent calls for the abolition of the
death penalty from within Catholic circles such as the
French 1979, Canadian 1996 and American Bishops
2005. Perhaps part of the rejection of such calls is, as
Avery Dulles suggested in 2004, is due to the concern
that “…the reversal of a doctrine as well established as
the legitimacy of capital punishment would raise serious problems regarding the credibility of the Magisterium.”
Whilst this is only a cursory glance at the literature I
believe it demonstrates that the abiding attitude of the
church has and continues to be, one of acceptance of
the principle of capital punishment as an extension,
paradoxically,
of the social
teaching of
the value of
human life
and the need
to protect it
from unjust
aggressors. It
seems thereSource www.news.com.au
fore that it would be
counter-productive at this point to support an appeal
for clemency by arguing against the death penalty per

se. It is feasible though to argue for clemency for Andrew Chan and Myuran Sukumaran on the basis that
they are not a threat to any persons, innocent or otherwise and that the granting of clemency would be reenforcing the church principle of the value of their
(human) lives. This argument is strengthened by what
would seem both their remorse and the value of the
contribution they are currently making within the justice system. To this end then, the implementation of
the death penalty would be counter-productive to the
common good of both the inmates and guards of the
kerobokan jail. This however leaves the twofold argument of the retributive purpose of the death penalty
and the deterrent value to other would be perpetrators.
The Church position with regard to retribution is that it
must “be commensurate with the gravity of the
crime” (Catechism 226.). proportionate to the offence.
Further, the death penalty does not allow for any rehabilitation and hence may often be an expression of
vengeance rather than retributive justice. In this case I
doubt that it could be thought such punishment is commensurate to the offence; but that presumes a western
mentality and may, in the President’s mind undermine
the deleterious effects of the crime. With regards to
the deterrent value, there is a large body of evidence
which suggest that the death penalty has little or no
deterrent effect in regard to homicides in the United
States. (cf. for example M. Radelet and T. Lacock, Do
executions lower homicide rates?: The views of leading criminologists, 99 Journal of Criminal Law and
Criminology 489 2009.)
In conclusion; whilst the church condones (albeit at
times reluctantly) the death penalty it would seem that
there is little or no purpose to be served here except
the force of law itself. President Joko Widodo has the
opportunity to show an example of compassion and
respect for human life which, while not in any way
condoning the act, gives Mr Chan and Mr Sukumaran
an opportunity to atone for their crime by the way they
conduct their jail time and still send a strong message
of intolerance for the crime…. It seems the Holy Father, like his predecessors, seeks compassionate forgiveness rather than vengeance. Both Pope John Paul
II and Benedict XVI made petition around an Australian Van Nguyen arrested in Singapore in 2002. In
light of the facts of the case and cognisant of Church
tradition and teaching I believe that the common good
would not be served by the execution of Andrew Chan
and Myuran Sukumaran and adding the voice of the
Vatican to the appeal for clemency would confirm and
strengthen respect for human life.

What’s on around Sydney
The Way of Peace is a resource produced by the
Columban Mission Institute’s Centre for Peace,
Ecology and Justice to enable Christian reflection
and response during the time of the Anzac Centenary. It is a re-publication of a set of 8 sheets called
The Way of Peace developed at the time of the invasion of Iraq and in conjunction with the UN Decade
for a Culture of Peace and Non-Violence for the
Children of the World 2000-2010. As violence and
warfare continue to plague so many parts of the
world today, this resource provides stimulus for you
to be creative and active in responding to the Christian call to be peacemakers in the footsteps of the
non-violent Jesus.

The Columban Mission Institute has also produced
a resource for Lent. The Grace of Forests consists of
six weekly Lenten reflections exploring Australian
forests. It is designed to be used in conjunction with
the Stations of the Forest DVD and booklet. It is
ideally suited for senior students and adults. This
online resource is free. A donation to the Columban
Centre for Peace, Ecology and Justice (PEJ) for the
use of this resource will help us to continue to engage and promote our works of mission.

9 FEBUARY | AUTHOR TALK: FATHER CHRIST
RILEY | 12:30pm—2:15pm | Sofitel Wentworth Hotel,
Elizabeth Street, Sydney
Catholic priests don't generally have children but Australian
legend Father Chris Riley has brought up about 60,000 - and
they're some of the toughest kids around. Join him as he
talks about Growing Great Kids, written with award winning
journalist Sue Williams. Cost: $95.00 | Book:
www.dymocks.com.au or 02 9449 4366
10 FEBUARY | RIGHTS, LIBERTY AND CIVILISATION | 12:30pm—1:30pm | Australian Human Rights
Commission, Level 3, 175 Pitt Street, Sydney
One civilisation alone emancipated unprivileged persons
politically and economically on a mass scale. That civilisation is our own. Suri Ratnapala, Professor of Public Law at
the University of Queensland, contends that liberty founded
on a certain conception of "right" is what distinguishes this
civilisation from those of the past. Cost: Free | Book:
https://www.humanrights.gov.au/news/events/rightstalkrights-liberty-and-civilisation or 02 9284 9600

This month, we launch our revamped website!

www.justiceandpeace.org.au
This is where you will find all the latest news and
events from our office. The improvements aim to
give you easy access to resources and contacts to encourage you in your respective causes and missions.
Over the next year, we will build on the current site,
adding a new section which will focus on particular
issues and we will share the work of our local parishes, schools and communities.
If you have any suggestions on how we can
improve, send us an email to
japp@sydneycatholic.org.

For details, visit columban.org.au

